
Seascape, Landscape, and Visual Impact Assessment (SLVIA) Methodology 
The SLVIA has two parts: seascape and landscape impact assessment (SLIA) and visual impact assessment (VIA). SLIA analyzes and evaluates impacts on both the physical elements and 
features that make up a landscape or seascape and the aesthetic, perceptual, and experiential aspects of the landscape or seascape that make it distinctive. VIA analyzes and evaluates the 
impacts on people of adding the proposed development to views from selected viewpoints.

What We Measure to Determine Impact
• A conservative 45.1-mile radius around the turbine layout

defines the theoretical limit of Project visibility.

• Scenic resources and KOPs within the study area
were identified.

• A GIS-based viewshed analysis was used to assess potential
visibility using surface models that account  for topography,
vegetation, buildings, and earth curvature.

• Wind turbines were determined to be visible if the model
indicates that the line of sight is unobstructed.

• Model results were verified through field investigation and
photographic documentation of existing conditions at KOPs.

• Visual simulations were developed to illustrate the
appearance of the proposed turbine array from KOPs.

• Wind farm distance, earth curvature visibility, filed of view,
contrast, scale, and prominence of the proposed turbine
array were assessed from each KOP.

• Impacts on scenic resources’ seascape, open ocean, and
landscape character units were assessed.

• Impacts on viewer experience from each KOP were assessed.

• Visual impacts were assessed for the action alternatives
alone and in combination with other planned offshore wind
projects that would be visible from KOPs.

An infographic flows as follows:
The first section is titled 1. Project Scoping and consists of 1 orange block. The orange block is titled “Project Scoping” and reads “Construction & Operations Plan, Project Location (onshore/offshore), Description of Proposed Action and Alternatives, Geographic Analysis Area.”
An arrow underneath the first section points to three sections: 1. Project Scoping, 2. Geographic Scope, and 3. Baseline Inventory.
The second section is titled 2. Geographic Scope consists of 3 green blocks. The first block is titled “Regulatory Framework” and lists “Federal, Tribal, State, Local.” The second block is titled “SLVIA Methodology” and reads “Alignment of SLVIA approach to regulatory processes and guidance.” The third block is titled “Zone of Theoretical Visibility” and lists “Geographic Information System (GIS)-based viewshed analysis, Digital Elevation Model/Digital Surface Model (DEM/DSM).”
The third section is titled 3. Baseline Inventory and consists of 2 subcategories containing 3 blue blocks each. The first subcategory is titled A. SLIA. The first block in this subcategory is titled “Inventory” and reads “Inventory and delineate Ocean, Landscape, Seascape into units based on common physical characteristics.” The second block in this subcategory is titled “Character” and reads “Natural/Cultural/Social/Perceptual/Experiential/Scenic/Sense of Place.” The third block in this subcategory is titled “Identify” and reads “Each Unit’s Value, Protections, and Susceptibility to Change.” The second subcategory is titled B. VIA. The first block in this subcategory is titled “Receptors/Viewers” and lists “Viewer Expectations, Viewer Positions, Seasonality.” The 
second block in this subcategory is titled “Key Observation Points (KOPs) Selection” and reads “Highly Valued & Representative Locations, Scenic/Historical Relevance, Recreational, Commercial, Residential, Stakeholder Input.” The third block in this subcategory is titled “Inventory of Visual Character” and reads “Field Evaluation & Photography, Aesthetics and Perceptual Attributes and Physical Factors.”
Two arrows point away from the third section and point to 2 sections: 4. Analysis of Visual Impacts and 6. Foreseeable Planned Actions.
The fourth section is titled 4. Analysis of Visual Impacts. Underneath this title is a grey block titled “Visual Simulations” that reads “Model representation of Project from select KOPs – Evaluate Change from KOP Locations in the Field.” This is the block the arrow pointing from the third section leads to. Two arrows branch out from this block. The first arrow leads to 2 grey blocks, both titled “Geographic Extent & Visual Compatibility.” The first block reads “Type, Intactness, Unity.” The second block reads “Form/Line/Color/Texture Vividness, Scale, Movement.” An arrow below this points to a grey block titled “Magnitude of Change” that reads “Visibility Level 1-6 (weak-strong).” An arrow below this block points to a grey block that reads “Visual Impact 
Characterization.”
The second arrow that branches from Visual Simulations leads to 2 grey blocks. The first grey block is titled “Viewer Activities & Susceptibility” and reads “Low, Moderate, High.” The second grey block is titled “View importance” and reads “Primary or Secondary, Protection, Rarity.” An arrow beneath this block leads to a grey block titled “Visual Sensitivity” that reads “Low, Moderate, High.” An arrow below this block points to the grey block that reads “Visual Impact Characterization.”
An arrow branches off from Visual Impact Characterization and points to 3 sections: 5. Mitigation, 6. Foreseeable Planned Actions, and 7. Findings of Visual Impact.
Section 5. Mitigation is orange and consists of an arrow titled “Repeat Analysis Phase” that points to the arrow between 3. Baseline Inventory and Visual Simulations. Section 5 also has an arrow that points between both section 5 and section 6.
Section 6. Foreseeable Planned Actions is green and consists of an arrow titled “Analysis of Cumulative Impacts” that points to Visual Simulations.
Section 7 Findings of Visual Impact is blue and reads “Negligible – Minor – Moderate – Major.”

For additional information, please visit  www.boem.gov/Renewable-Energy
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